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Abstract

Deep learning has been used in a wide range of applications, but it has only very recently
been applied to Magnetoencephalography which is used to understand a variety of cog-
nitive processes; for instance it can be used to understand how we process language or
identify cognitive decline such as dementia. Work published in 2019 showed that it was
possible to apply deep learning to categorise induced responses to stimuli across subjects.
While trailblazing in its application of deep learning, it used relatively simple neural
network (NN) models compared to other domains such as image and natural language
processing.

In these other domains, there is a long history in developing complex NN models
that combine spatial and temporal information in a range of ways. This thesis proposes
more complex NN models that focus on modeling temporal relationships in the data, and
applies them to the challenges of MEG data such as vulnerability to noise. In addition, it
explores other insights from image processing to this domain, such as the unexpectedly
high importance of approaches to data normalization. It applies these techniques to
an extended range of MEG-based tasks, and finds that our new NN models outperform
existing work on temporally-oriented tasks.
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1
Introduction

Deep learning has achieved some truly amazing feats in recent years across a range of
applications, from playing Go and near-autonomous self-driving cars to natural language
question answering and algorithmic trading algorithms. Deep learning is a sub-field of
machine learning that uses highly non-linear multi-layered networks to learn increasingly
complex relationships with sufficiently high confidence that they can be employed in
safety-critical applications.

One domain that was an early adopter of deep learning, and that has produced many
architectures that are applicable in other domains, is image processing. One type of
neural network that arose in image processing and that is now used more broadly is the
Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) [1, 2], whose architecture was inspired by the
human vision system [3]. CNNs are multi-layer neural networks where each layer is well
suited to learning spatial relationships of the previous layers. This leads to deeper layers
gradually learning more complicated patterns in the data. For instance, in a model that
recognises digits, the first layers may learn to isolate simple colour gradients, middle
layers combine these gradients to form simple shapes and later layers would combine
these shapes to identify an individual number or letter. This type of network has been
applied to a variety of different datasets, ranging in complexity from identifying the digits
zero through nine (such as in MNIST [4]) to much large classification tasks with hundreds
of different everyday objects (such as in CIFAR-10/100 [5] and ImageNet [6]). As the
datasets became more complex, architecture developed correspondingly, starting with
LeNet 5 [7] to more complex architectures such as VGGNet [8] and ResNet [9] which
both perform well on more difficult tasks.

In a new domain and for a new task, initial adoption is largely driven by ease with
which models can be adapted from existing domains. As an example from the medical
domain that has seen easy adaptation from existing image processing models, medical
imaging such as x-rays (see Figure 1.1) [10–13] are a natural extension of the CNNs that
are used in the computer vision domain. When the hierarchical structure embodied in a
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2 INTRODUCTION

(a) COVID-19 infection. (b) non-COVID-19 infection.

Figure 1.1: X-rays of respiratory infections. From Wang et al. [10]

Figure 1.2: COVID-net architecture. From Wang et al. [10]

CNN is present in a domain, models can be adapted and built very quickly,such as the
models that have been developed to identify COVID-19, such as the convolution-based
COVID-net [10], which exploits these similarities and proposes an architecture using PEPX
modules (see Figure 1.2) that build on architectures from computer vision. On the other
hand, transferring to a very different domain can require very different architectures and
require overcoming substantial challenges. For instance, in natural language processing,
GPT-3 [14] has not only been able to generate large-high-quality paragraphs from writing
prompts but has even been able to answer general knowledge questions correctly despite
never being trained on these tasks. However, these achievements did not come easily, and
an entirely new neural network architecture was developed. The successful adoption of
deep learning in a domain depends on many factors, but there are two critical components:
architectures and data.

Magnetoencephalography (MEG) is a brain imaging technique that uses magnetic
fields generated in the brain to detect brain activity at a high temporal resolution [15]
and there are a few characteristics that are not shared with existing domains which makes
adaptation more difficult. One key difference compared to other domains is that while the
data is dense along the temporal dimension (often sampled at around 1KHz), it is sparse
spatially where the data is only sampled at a small number of locations around the head.
Existing deep learning architectures from image processing, the domain most focussed on
spatial structure, expect that adjacent values in the data are a result of adjacent values
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in the source; this assumption is partially violated for MEG data where it is only valid in
individual channels. This would be the equivalent to arbitrarily changing the order of the
rows in an image, making the adaptation of existing architectures not straightforward.

Until recently, conventional machine learning approaches have been the most common
way to analyse MEG data. Many of these depend on features extraction steps such
Independent Component Analysis (ICA), Common Spatial Patterns (CSP) [16], FBCSP
[17] and xDAWN [18]; and then employing a conventional classification technique such as
Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) [19, 20], Support Vector Machines (SVM) [19, 21–23]
and Hidden Markov Models (HMM) [24]. However, in 2019 Zubarev et al proposed two
deep learning architectures for MEG data [21], LF-CNN and VAR-CNN (see Figure 1.3),
which were motivated by the theoretical models of the processes that produce the magnetic
fields in the brain, and to allow them to visualise how these networks determine their
prediction. They evaluated the proposed models on three different tasks in the context of
real-time brain-computer interfaces. Two of these tasks were related to classifying the
type of stimulus that was presented to the subject (for example, distinguishing auditory
from visual stimuli), with the third being a motor imagery task where the subject was
to imagine making a physical movement. They found that their models beat both the
conventional machine learning models as well a deep learning model from the computer
vision domain. In this thesis, we use Zubarev et al’s work as a starting point for exploring
the application of deep learning to MEG analysis, examining it more deeply, and extending
it in various ways.

Both of the models of Zubarev et al have two main components, a spatial de-mixing
layer followed by a single temporal convolution layer. The spatial de-mixing layer applies
a set of spatial filters to the raw input which separates spatial patterns into higher-level
features. The next layer then identifies rudimentary temporal patterns in these spatial
features using a single one-dimensional convolution. Despite the relative simplicity, they
found that their models outperformed both the vector machines of traditional machine
learning, as well as both domain-specific and general computer vision neural network
architectures. In addition, perhaps surprisingly, they found that the much more expres-
sive VGGNet architecture [8], a pioneering architecture from the computer vision field,
performed very poorly on most datasets. However, only one of the datasets, Cam-CAN,
is a large one, and it is well-known that deep learning approaches need much larger
amounts of high-quality data than conventional machine learning; it was on this dataset
that VGGNet performed competitively. Furthermore, the task on the Cam-CAN dataset
was an easy one and does not require sophisticated models to perform well, with all
approaches obtaining well over 90% accuracy, and not allowing a true determination to
be made about the superiority of different models. Given this, we look at three aspects of
applying deep learning to MEG analysis, following from Zubarev et al.

Investigation of Models on New Datasets As noted, deep learning requires very large
amounts of high-quality data; in the past, the creation of datasets such as ImageNet [6]
have been pivotal for their domains. The Cam-CAN dataset, as currently released, only
includes data for a single task where subjects were either exposed to either a visual or
auditory stimulus. As there is such a small difference between the best and worst models,
it would be useful to apply these architectures to a more difficult task. Recently, another
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Figure 1.3: LF-CNN and VAR-CNN architecture. From Zubarev et al. [21]

large dataset has been released, the Mother Of Unification Studies (MOUS) [25] in which
subjects are presented a series of words either visually or via audio. The words could form
a sentence which is easy to process because of its syntactic structure, a sentence which is
hard to process, or an arbitrary list of words. This leads to a variety of classification tasks
with a variety of difficulties. For instance, can we distinguish audio from visual stimuli?
Can we distinguish stimuli corresponding to syntactically valid sentences versus a random
ordering of those words? Can we distinguish syntactically more complex sentences from
syntactically simpler ones? We can perform the same task that is used on Cam-CAN, but
the other classification tasks should prove to be much more challenging and leads us to
ask: If we apply the same techniques to this new data, will we see similar results?

In both Cam-CAN and MOUS, the classification task is derived from a stimulus that
the subject is exposed to. However, MEG has other applications, such as the diagnosis of
cognitive impairment. In these applications, there is no stimulus and instead, the subject
is recorded in a resting state. This is the case for the Dementia screening challenge dataset
released as part of the BioMag 2021 Data Analysis Competitions.1 In this dataset, the
goal is to distinguish dementia and mild cognitive impairment from the healthy control
subjects, which presents a challenge because it is a between-subject experimental design.
While in the Cam-CAN dataset, each participant is exposed to both forms of stimuli (a
within-subject design), in this dataset we are looking to identify something about the
subjects themselves. This means that the models need to extrapolate past the inter-subject
differences to perform well in this task.

Research Question RQ1 Our research question here is: Does the superiority
of Zubarev et al’s proposed deep learning architectures, LF-CNN and VAR-CNN,
hold for these new large datasets and more challenging tasks?

1https://www.biomag2020.org/awards/data-analysis-competitions/

https://www.biomag2020.org/awards/data-analysis-competitions/
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Development of New Models We noted above that the Zubarev et al models were
relatively simple compared to some of the architectures in computer vision. For instance,
comparing the complexity of the computer vision architecture (Figure 1.2) to LF-CNN and
VAR-CNN (Figure 1.3) we can see that a single COVID-net PEPX module (see Figure 1.2)
is made up of more layers than the entirety of the LF-CNN architecture.

As a result, these models are limited in the type of interactions that can be expressed
and most focus heavily on spatial relationships in the data. However, given that the signal
can only be recorded at a discrete number of locations around the head, it generates
spatially sparse data. This means that it is difficult to develop a model that is able to learn
a hierarchy of spatial features of the kind that are learnt by state-of-the-art computer
vision architectures. This is because, as previously mentioned, an assumption that these
state-of-the-art architectures make about the data is only partially valid, and it will only
be able to effectively learn relationships along the temporal dimension. Therefore, we
propose architectures that focus on building up a hierarchy of temporal features that are
combined using residual connections, a popular method that was first used in computer
vision [9].

The first idea here, of a hierarchy of temporal features, is drawn from WaveNet [26],
a speech recognition and synthesis model that is capable of tracking very long temporal
dependencies. These long term dependencies are fairly common in speech: for instance,
in the sentence “he was sitting down because he hurt his leg”, the gendered pronouns
can have an arbitrary amount of distance between them. However, temporal patterns are
something that existing models have not really exploited at all. With this motivation, we
will develop a model that is capable of learning more complex temporal relationships.

The second idea, of residual connections, comes from image processing. While much of
the computer vision research is focused on learning spatial relationships more effectively,
there has also been a significant amount of more general work that can be applied to
many fields. One such development was in the ResNet architecture, which introduced
the residual connection [9]. The residual connections are layers that learn the best way
to alter the input to reduce superfluous data, and these layers have allowed much larger
neural networks to be trained as a result.

Research Question RQ2 Here, we aim to answer the question: Do our pro-
posed architectures that specifically handle temporal characteristics outper-
form the existing models on our chosen tasks, both the original from Zubarev
et al and our more challenging tasks?

An Additional Model Component: An Autoencoder While it is common in this do-
main to use different forms of dimensionality reduction, the above models, existing and
proposed, all take the raw data as input to the neural network. In other domains, however,
the generation of intermediate latent representations has been found to be more useful,
particularly where these can be learnt from large amounts of unlabelled data. For instance,
in natural language processing, it is common to develop a language representation model
which is learned from unlabelled data via the task of predicting a word from its context.
This is then used as the input to another model for a specific task, such as text classification
or machine translation. Building a model with this representation as a starting point has
been shown to greatly improve performance on downstream tasks [27, 28].
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Autoencoders [29] are another possible method of achieving a similar goal. An
autoencoder encodes an input into a lower-dimensional latent representation and then
attempts to reconstruct the original input from this reduced representation. This causes it
to learn to encode only relevant information in these representations which can then be
used as input for downstream tasks. Like a language representation model, the advantage
with this approach is that we train these models on data that have no labels and this will
greatly increase the amount of data that is available for training.

Existing models have under-utilised temporal information, and there have not been ar-
chitectures that allow a complex hierarchy of features to be developed simliar to computer
vision architectures. For this reason, the autoencoder that we develop is only capable
of learning temporal features. This is particularly attractive because we can produce a
representation that can substitute the raw data in existing architectures and this will allow
us to examine our assumption of the value of these temporal features.

Research Question RQ3a Can we further improve the performance of a
model by using the intermediate latent representation of an autoencoder?

Data preprocessing and normalization In other domains (such as in natural language
processing [30, 31] and for autonomous vehicles [32, 33]) it has been shown that neural
network architectures are capable of end to end learning which has eliminated many of
the feature engineering steps, but there are a number of steps that are taken for granted
for this to be possible. For instance, all pixels in an image are integers between 0 and 255
even though the raw signal from the sensor of a camera may vary significantly between
cameras. The generated image is calibrated in two steps; first by the camera itself and
then by the operator who is able to easily identify corrections that need to be made.

While the first step is possible for MEG, in practice, there can be orders of magnitude
difference between the amplitude of the signal that is produced by two different machines.
This is compounded by the fact that a human operator can not instinctively identify when
there is a problem with the intensity of the signal in the same way that a photographer
would identify a bright scene from an over-exposed picture. Instead, these sort of adjust-
ments are generally made on a per-trial basis, but it is not clear exactly what the best
approach is for deep learning on MEG data.

In machine learning, it is generally accepted [3] that features should have a mean
of zero and a standard deviation of one. This has become even more important in deep
learning where it can catastrophically affect training models: it has been shown that initial-
ization of the neural network weights can be very important [34, 35] in addressing these
issues. However, the term ‘feature’ becomes less concrete when applied to more complex
domains. For instance, in computer vision, each colour channel is considered a ‘feature’
and is adjusted separately because for each channel there is an affine transformation that
can move an arbitrary pixel to any other arbitrary location.

Normalizing data on a per-trial level is a significant difference from computer vision
where datasets are normalized with statistics calculated across the entire dataset. While
there are reasonable justifications for making either choice there hasn’t yet been a direct
comparison of these two paradigms. We will perform this comparison and in addition, we
will evaluate a few other steps that are involved in preprocessing the dataset.
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Research Question RQ3b Is it better to use subject-level normalization or a
global-level normalization on datasets?

This thesis is structured into three main sections that correspond to our research
questions. First, we will look at the replications and extension of the existing Zubarev et
al work which will serve as a baseline. We will then define our proposed neural network
models and our evaluation framework, and compare them against the existing models.
Finally, we will describe our exploration of improving performance of the models in terms
of preprocessing and normalization.



2
Background

In this chapter, we will give an overview of related work and describe the foundational
background of this thesis. This chapter is split into two main strands. In the first, we
will discuss machine learning, a method for learning predictive models from data, which
is currently a major paradigm for Magnetoencephalography (MEG) analysis. We will
then focus on deep learning, a subfield of machine learning where the models are neural
networks that build up hierarchical non-linear representations of the data. Deep learning
models have produced state-of-the-art results in many domains.

The second strand of the chapter will cover our domain of interest, the processing
of brain activity, specifically as captured by MEG. In this strand, we will describe the
characteristics of MEG data, and the various ways it has been processed. We then bring
these two strands together by discussing recent work by [21] that has applied deep
learning models to MEG data. This is the core work that we use as a starting point in this
thesis, to investigate new deep learning models and methods for processing MEG data.

2.1 Machine Learning

While there are a lot of different applications in machine learning, many problems can
be broken down into one of two types, regression or classification. Regression tasks are
those that look at predicting a continuous variable, such as predicting a subject’s age.
Classification looks at predicting discrete quantities, for example predicting the gender of
the subject. In this thesis we will be primarily focused on classification, which we can
define generally as: given inputs x i ∈ X and labels yi ∈ Y we would like to find some
function f :X →Y such that the predicted labels ŷi = f (x i) are good approximation to
the true labels yi[3, 36].

There are many different algorithms that are used in machine learning, such as Linear
Regression, Naive Bayes, Nearest-Neighbors and Decision Trees. However, we give only

8
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a high-level overview here for reasons of space; more details of these are available in
[3, 36]. The heart of many of these algorithms is gradient descent, which is an optimization
algorithm that can be used to iteratively find weights that minimize a loss function which
used to quantify the performance of the model [3, 36]. A key one that we use in this
thesis is the Support Vector Machine (SVM).

SVMs are a fast and accurate method to solutions where features exhibit demarcation
points which can be used as a class boundary [36]. In their simplest form, they do this by
finding a hyperplane through an input feature space that linearly separates most classes.
More formally given an input space X ∈ Rp with p input features and Y ∈ {−1,1}, we
would like to find a weight vector w ∈ Rp and a bias b ∈ R so that sign(wTφ(x i)+ b) = yi.
It may not be possible to find a solution where this holds for all x i but enforcing this
constraint is known as a hard-margin and requires that the data to be linearly separable.
However, if this constraint is not enforced it is known a soft-margin SVM. In addition to
the Linear SVM that we have just described there are a number of variants such as the
Radial Basis Function SVM and details of these can be found in [3].

2.1.1 Deep Learning Architectures

In this section, we will give an overview of relevant background information in the
field of deep learning; a more comprehensive discussion can be found in [3]. We will first
briefly discuss the fundamental concepts behind neural networks. We then will look at a
number of models that will be relevant to MEG data. Following that, we will look at some
aspects of the training of these models that will have implications for application to MEG
data.

Neural networks are multi-stage classification models that are represented as graphs.
Each node (neuron) in the graph can be thought of as a separate regression problem;
these are organized into layers. In the simplest case, a fully-connected layer, all of the
nodes in the same layer receive the same input. The output from one layer is fed into
the input of the next. Given an input to a layer x i, a weight matrix W and a bias b, each
neuron will calculate Activation(x i ·W + b) where Activation is a form of non-linearity.
Commonly a Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) is used.

Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) The introduction of CNNs was a breakthrough
for image processing tasks because they are well suited to learn location-independent
features. For instance, if we wanted to learn to detect if a picture contains a ball, a
CNN could learn a Filter to detect a ball and apply that in multiple locations, whereas
a fully-connected network would need to learn how to detect a ball separately for each
location. Unlike a fully-connected layer, nodes are only connected to a small number of
close-by nodes in the previous layer. The layer learns a set number of Filters (Kernels),
that function as feature detectors, the shape of which dictates the receptive field, how
many nodes in the previous layer are connected to each output.

Stacking these convolution layers allows the network to learn hierarchical structures.
Lower layers learn low-level features such as simple gradients, and later layers gradually
become capable of detecting more complicated shapes and finally to higher levels features
that are used to ultimately make the classification [3]. Figure 1.3 depicts a CNN.
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ResNet One of the most ubiquitous models that is used in practice today is the ResNet
architecture [9] which was developed by He et al in 2015. The key insight that they
had was to utilize residual or skip connections. These layers learn a residual function
which alters the original input and performs the operation hW,b(x i)+ x i instead of hW,b(x i).
This design was motivated by the observation that adding extra layers could reduce the
performance of a model. With a skip connection, if a particular layer is not improving
performance the model is able to reduce the residual and in doing so the layer acts as
an identity function. While a neural network could learn the identify function without
this connection, using skip connections makes this easier to optimize because the ReLU
function will output 0 for all negative values.

WaveNet WaveNet [37] is a convolution-based network that was designed to learn
temporal relationships in raw audio waveforms. WaveNet made use of convolutional
dilation which is similar to stride, but spreads out the input neuron instead of the output
as with stride [3]. In effect given a dilation d and a kernel size k, it is equivalent to
increasing the kernel size to k× d but only taking every dth input nodes. This means that
it is able to have a significantly larger receptive field while maintaining the same number
of trainable parameters and maintaining the memory footprint as well. WaveNet stacked
these dilated convolutional layers into blocks, where each successive layers dilations was
double the previous. This allows the model to capture both short term and long term
patterns in the input.

Autoencoders Autoencoders are a method of unsupervised pre-training [38, 39]. Au-
toencoders are conceptually very simple and transform an input into a lower-dimensional
latent representation and then reconstruct the input from the latent representation. There-
fore, the encoder acts as a form of compression and this compressed representation can be
used by downstream tasks to improve performance. Autoencoders typically use the Mean
Square Loss to minimize the difference between the reconstructed and original data.

There are a number of variations of autoencoder that are popular in different areas.
The convolutional autoencoder [40] for instance incorporates convolutions and has seen
success with image data. Another approach is to artificially add noise to the input as in a
denoising autoencoder [41]. It is also possible to stack autoencoder so that subsequent
autoencoders try to reproduce the latent representation of the parent autoencoder. This
type of autoencoder is unsurprisingly called Stacked Autoencoders and has already seen
some use in this domain [42, 43]

Transformers Transformers are a recent development that was first introduced by
Vaswani et al. [44]. They have since been extensively adopted in state-of-the-art ar-
chitectures in natural language processing [27, 28, 45], and have also been applied in
other domains such as computer vision much more recently [46, 47]. The key component
of the transfer architecture is a multi-headed self-attention which allows the models to
dynamically focus on relevant parts of the data by using multiple separate Attention
operations.

There are other types of attention that can be used but transformers typically use the
Scaled Dot Product Attention which is defined in Eq 2.1 It takes three tensors as input, the
query Q, the key K and the value V . A softmax operation is performed on the dot product of
the query and the key which is scaled based on the dk, size of the dimensions of embeddings
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used by the query and key. This dynamically generates the weighting that is applied to the
value.

Figure 2.1: Multi-Headed Attention.
From Vaswani et al. [44]

Attention(Q, K , V ) = softmax

�

QK T

p

dk

�

V (2.1)

In Figure 2.1 we can see that before the At-
tention operation there are linear layers and
these allow the network to accept the same
input for the query, key and value. This multi-
headed attention is combined with a residual
connection, and is followed by a position-wise
linear layer which is combined with a second
residual connection. These two layers are then
stacked together six times to form the encoder
of a transformer. A detailed description of the
whole architecture can be found in [3, 44].

2.1.2 Training
Weight Initialization & Layer Normalization
As architectures became more complex, it be-
came apparent that both weight initialization
and normalization was important to allow models to train successfully. Both of these
affect the dynamics of the networks in terms of two related problems: exploding and
vanishing gradients [3]. Xavier initialization was one of the first that was proposed to
address these issues. [35] argued that it is important to consider the variance not just
of the outputs but the gradients as well. Their initialization solution was to change the
variance of the generated weight to be a function of the number of outputs and inputs in
the layer. He initialization [34] is an extension of this that has been designed to work on
the now more common ReLU activation, where it helps to prevent dead neurons in the
network; it is considered current best practice for the ReLU activation functions and its
variants [3]

In addition to weight initialization, there are a number of other techniques that look
at addressing the normalization of inputs to layers at each layer, for example, Batch [48],
Group [49] and Layer Normalization [50]. These layers explicitly control the mean and
variance of the outputs of the previous layers through parameters learnt during training.
These normalization layers have been shown to dramatically increase the speed at which
models converge as well as to increase the performance of the final model.

2.2 MEG

All brain activity is the result of electrical currents that occur in the brain and therefore
by recording this electrical activity we will be capturing brain activity. Two related
technologies are able to capture these electrical impulses: Magnetoencephalography
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(MEG) and Electroencephalography (EEG). In most cases, EEG captures the activity
by recording the electrical potential on the surface of the scalp, while MEG detects the
magnetic flux that is created by electric fields[51]. This work focuses on MEG, although we
will also touch on work that is applied to EEG where similar spatiotemporal relationships
in the data are relevant. Both MEG and EEG have a much higher temporal resolution
(often sampled at around 1KHz) but are not known for their spatial resolution. This
contrasts with functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) which provides high spatial
resolution but can not be reliably used to study rapid changes in the brain.

The magnetic flux that is captured by MEG is in the picoTesla and femtoTesla range
which is more than 7 orders of magnitude smaller than Earth’s ambient magnetic field
[51]. This means that there is a great deal of effort to shield these machines from all
other sources of magnetic fields. However, even with these precautions MEG still has a
low signal-to-noise ratio [51], so methods to overcome this challenge have received a lot
of attention.

There are two general types of MEG data, event-based or continuous [15]. In event-
based sessions, subjects are responding to a change in the environment, typically a
stimulus, such as being shown a checkerboard pattern on a screen for a small period of
time. Continuous recordings, on the other hand, do not have discrete events and may
not have any events at all. Instead, these sessions look at long-running activities, such as
performing a physical action, but also include sessions where the subject is at rest.

2.2.1 Preprocessing and feature engineering

The nature of MEG data leads to a number of challenges when applying machine
learning techniques, such as complexity in training the models and the risk of over-
fitting a model to training data. There are a number of methods that are used as part
of preprocessing and feature engineering that help to address these issues. For instance,
band power captures the energy for a given frequency band in a small temporal window
and can be calculated in a number of ways [52, 53]. Common Spatial Patterns (CSP)
are another method of feature engineering that find a set of linear spatial filters that
distinguish two classes [54]; these have been used in [55], for example.

Unlike band power, the spatial filters in CSP are generated through a form of supervised
learning. Despite this, however, it is still necessary to select the subject-specific frequency
bands that are used. Filter Bank Common Spatial Patterns (FBCSP) [56] are an extension
of CSP that allow for the automated selection these frequency bands.

There are also unsupervised methods such as Primary Component Analysis (PCA)
[57] and Independent Component Analysis (ICA) [57, 58]. While PCA is a method of
linear dimensionality reduction, ICA separates a data into a combination of maximally
independent components and these methods can be used individually [59] or together
[60]. ICA has also been shown to be useful in artifact suppression [59].

End-to-end learning One of the often-cited advantages of applying deep learning is that
it removes the need to perform feature engineering. This is not always easy but end-to-end
learning has been demonstrated in a wide range of domains, such as autonomous vehicles
[61], speech recognition [62, 63] and many more [32, 64, 65]. Even in those applications
there is still some pre-processing steps that are used, such as normalization and cropping.
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For MEG data, there are a number of pre-processing steps that are widely used such as
downsampling [21], band-pass filtering [21, 66, 67], normalization [21, 23, 68]. However,
the effect of each of these has not been systematically explored in the context of deep
learning.

Normalization Gradient Descent is an incredibly powerful technique, but it can be very
sensitive to input data. It is generally accepted [3] that data should have a mean of
zero and standard deviation of one. However, as problem domains have become more
complex, simple methods of normalization can remove informative relationships. This
adjustment typically involves calculating the normalized input x̂ i by subtracting the mean
and dividing by the standard deviation.

However, there are a variety of ways to calculate the mean and standard deviation.
For example, there are two types of normalization that can be applied to each item in
a dataset: GLOBAL or LOCAL normalization. Global normalization calculates the mean
and variance of the entire dataset and then adjusts each item with the same mean and
variance [3] and calculates x̂ i = (x i − µ)/σ. On the other hand, LOCAL normalization
calculates a mean and variance for each input x i.

LOCAL normalization is a common approach for MEG and EEG data [21, 23, 68], and
is typically called BASELINE normalization, where the mean and variance are calculated
on a baseline period before the stimulus. WINDOW normalization calculates the mean
and variance directly from the item so that x̂ i = (x i − x̄ i)/sx i

.

2.2.2 Applications

Deep learning is a growing area of research in EEG but conventional machine learning
remains the most common paradigm. We have touched on some; a comprehensive review
of applications with EEG data can be found in [69] for machine learning and in [70] for
deep learning. However, it is only recently that deep learning has been applied to MEG.
We will now describe work by Zubarev et al which we use as a starting point in this thesis.

Zubarev et al proposed two deep learning architectures [21], LF-CNN and VAR-CNN,
which were designed to model the processes that generate the signals created in the brain.
They also developed methods for analyzing the models’ predictions, where they looked
at the spatial and temporal features that were most strongly related to each predicted
class. This allowed them to visualise how these networks derived their prediction and
how these prediction were associated with regions of the brain.

They performed four different experiments that looked at three different tasks, and
focused on generalization to new subjects. They therefore evaluated each of their models
on a held-out group of subject/s, which were selected randomly. The first two were
evaluated on one subject, the third on two subjects, and the fourth on 50 subjects. These
experiments were in the context of brain-computer interfaces, and so in addition to the
standard Validation and Test accuracy for evaluation they also simulated a real-time
brain-computer interface environment. This was similar to Test accuracy but the model
parameters were updated after it had made a prediction for each trail and aimed to gauge
how well the models could adapt to new subjects as they are being used.

The first experiment involved seven subjects that were exposed to five different types
of sensory stimulus, which included visual, auditory and electrical stimulation. The second
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and third experiment looked at predicting an imagined physical action when a visual
cue was presented. While the second and third experiment involved the same task, the
third experiment was conducted in a live real-time brain computer interface environment.
The final experiment used 250 subjects from the Cam-CAN where two types of sensory
stimulus was classified.

Cam-CAN dataset Cam-CAN is the largest MEG dataset that is available and consists of
more than 600 subjects [71]. This MEG dataset is part of a much larger study that look
at the effects of aging, but at the time of writing only the second stage of the study has
been released. In this stage subjects were involved in three MEG sessions, a resting state
recording and a passive and active sensorimotor task. The same stimulus was used in both
the active and passive stage which consisted of a checkerboard pattern or an auditory
tone played at one of three different frequencies (300Hz, 600Hz and 1200Hz). In the
passive stage, which is used by Zubarev et al, the trial consists of a unimodal stimulus,
either auditory or visual, and no action is required by the subject. In contrast, during the
active stage subjects were exposed to both forms simultaneously and were required to
respond when they observed either stimulus.

Models Zubarev et al introduced the LF-CNN and VAR-CNN models and evaluated them
against a number of other models, both conventional machine learning classifiers as well
as deep learning models from both EEG and computer vision. Specifically, they compared
their models against SVMs with both linear and radial basis function kernels, EEG-Net
[66], Shallow FBCSP-CNN [72] and VGG-19 [8]

The LF-CNN and VAR-CNN models use raw MEG data and are relatively simple with
two main components, a spatial convolution followed by a temporal convolution and
then a linear layer (see Figure 1.3). The surprising thing about these models is that they
perform well despite only containing two (ReLU) non-linearities in the entire network.
This suggests that there are relatively simple relationships in the data that correlate
highly with the output class. Despite the fact that models are going to be limited in the
relationships that they are able to model, Zubarev et al found that they were able to
outperform the other models in each comparison they made. They also found that the
other neural network architectures were not always able to outperform conventional
machine learning baseline.

2.2.3 Summary
Deep learning is rapidly being adopted by new fields, but this is not always easy and it

is only just starting to be adopted in MEG. We have seen one application that demonstrates
deep learning can outperform other methods. However, this was applied to only one large
dataset, where they performed a task where the baseline models were already able to
perform (more than 90%) well which limits the potential improvement on the task. With
this in mind, in the next chapter we will build on their initial work and extend it to new
datasets with more difficult tasks.
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Foundation

In §2.2.2 we observed that, on the only large dataset Cam-CAN, the classification task
was easy, with all architectures performing well. In this chapter, we will discuss our
replication of Zubarev et al and how we extended this work to a newly released large
dataset and more challenging tasks. On this new dataset, we will evaluate and compare
the performance of the two models LF-CNN and VAR-CNN that Zubarev proposed against
their SVM baselines, to see if their superiority still holds, and to investigate their suitability
as baselines for our new models in Chapter 4.

3.1 Method

In this chapter, we have aimed to deviate from the original work as little as possible,
although some minor changes were unavoidable in our extension to new datasets. We
will start this section with the new dataset that we will be using in this chapter, the MOUS
dataset. After this discussion, we will describe the training and evaluation of models.

3.1.1 Datasets and Tasks

In addition to Cam-CAN, another large dataset has also been recently released, the
Mother Of Unification Studies (MOUS) [25] with a much more interesting stimulus. The
focus of the study was understanding the way that we process written and spoken language
and was specifically looking at how we process individual words in a sentence. The study
consisted of 204 participants and like the Cam-CAN dataset, the subjects were exposed
to an auditory and a visual stimulus. In this case, however, subjects were only subjected
to one stimulus, with half being shown written text and the other half hearing spoken
words. In each case, the stimulus consists of linguistic utterances (in Dutch), either a valid
sentence or an arbitrary list of words. In addition, there were two types of sentences: a
sentence that is easy to understand with a main clause plus a simple subordinate clause,

15
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and a sentence with a relative clause which is harder to understand. In this work, we will
look at three different classification tasks; auditory vs visual stimuli, sentence vs word list
and simple vs hard sentence. Examples of the stimuli can be found in Appendix A.1.

While we will perform a number of different classification tasks, we will use the same
data for each. For each trial, we extracted a window of the data as the subject was
presented with the target word. We epoched the data in the same way as Zubarev et al,
taking 300ms before the onset and 500ms after. However, this results in a small change in
the resulting input because the MOUS is sampled at a higher frequency. So while the final
Cam-CAN data has 64 time samples, the final MOUS data has 85. In both cases we are
normalizing by the mean and standard deviation of the first 36 samples of the epoched
data which means that the MOUS data includes more prestimulus data.

The other deviation from the Cam-CAN data is the number of channels that are
included. We are using 270 channels from the MOUS (compared to 204 in Cam-CAN
related tasks), but we have also increased the number of time samples that are included as
well. This is not all of the channels that are available in the datasets: there are a number
of channels which are not present in all recordings and there were also channels from
other sources, such as EEG. These channels were not considered in any of our experiments.
In total ten channels were not present in all recordings (BP2, EEG061, EEG062, EEG063,
EEG064, MLC11, MLF62, MLT37, MRF66, MRO52); of these channels, 5 were MEG
related channels and were consequently excluded.

This data provides options for several classification tasks with a variety of difficulties,
and we have constructed three new tasks for this dataset. The AUDIOVIS task attempts to
distinguish audio from visual stimuli. The SENTWORDLIST task attempts to distinguish
syntactically correct sentences from lists of words. The HARDEASYSENT task looks at
detecting relative processing difficulty of a sentence.

The auditory vs visual stimulus task (AUDIOVIS) is similar to that for the Cam-CAN
dataset in Zubarev et al: we are trying to predict if the subject was seeing a written word or
if they were hearing a spoken word. However, it is important to note that unlike the Cam-
CAN datasets this is a between-subject variable. A subject was shown either the words,
or they heard them; none of the subjects experienced both. This is important for two
reasons. First, different subjects might encode the relationships between the stimuli very
differently and second, deep learning is very good at picking up on unintended features
(particularly noise) that correlates highly with the output class: [73] demonstrated this
for image classification systems, using an example where the presence of snow in a photo
could have led a model to predict a dog as a wolf. In this case, we will have to consider
the possibility that the neural network is picking up a characteristic of the session (such
as background noise) instead of the stimulus; we analyse the results in light of this.

In our second classification task (SENTWORDLIST) we aim to distinguish a sentence
from an arbitrary list of words: more specifically, if the stimulus target word is part of
a syntactically correct sentence or part of an arbitrary list of words. Similarly, our third
classification task (HARDEASYSENT) is to predict if the target word was part of a sentence
with a syntactically complex structure or a simple one.

We can further break down each of these last two classification problems into more
fine-grained tasks by also taking into account how the stimulus is presented. We will
evaluate each task by training models on three different subsets of the data; audio, visual
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Dataset Architecture Val. Acc. Test Acc. Upd. Acc. Train Time

Cam-CAN LF-CNN 94.52 92.53 92.41 278
VAR-CNN 93.86 92.33 92.80 426
SVM (Lin.) 92.06 89.36 89.71 252
SVM (RBF) 93.73 92.10 91.27 795

MOUS LF-CNN 82.46 81.49 87.01 848
VAR-CNN 91.45 80.93 89.02 948
SVM (Lin.) 70.82 68.63 74.39 1960
SVM (RBF) 64.71 57.30 95.47 1427

Table 3.1: Results of the Audio vs Visual task on both the Cam-CAN and MOUS datasets

and both together. This means that in each of the audio and visual subset we will be
restricted to 102 subjects, although this restriction may allow models to focus on more
fine-tuned features for each of the modes of stimulus.

3.1.2 Training and Evaluation

We have only made superficial changes to the training and evaluation code of [21],
for the most part to update to more recent versions of the required dependencies. The
models were trained on a CPU using Tensorflow [74] with early stopping and these
models typically took less than 30 minutes to train.

As in Zubarev et al, we separated the data into three parts, a training, validation and
test set. We follow Zubarev in looking at between-subject generalization, so the data was
separated by subject such that each subject was assigned to a single split. Of the total
data used, 20% of the subjects were assigned to the test set, the remaining split between
the training set and the validation set with a 9-10 split. The models were trained in a
standard fashion and used early stopping on the validation loss with a patience of 3. We
used the same metrics as Zubarev et al as described in §2.2.2, Validation and Test accuracy
as well as Pseudo-real-time accuracy which we refer to as Update Accuracy.

3.2 Results

From the upper half of Table 3.1 we can see very similar results to the original work on the
Cam-CAN dataset in terms of validation accuracy. However, there is a larger difference in
both the Test and Update accuracy than might be expected. Since both of the models have
similar accuracy on the test set, this difference is likely caused by differences in which
specific subjects are in which subset of the data. Results for AUDIOVIS on MOUS are in
the lower half of Table 3.1. As mentioned in §3.1.1, given the between-subject nature of
the task it is not surprising that it is more challenging. Nonetheless, the models perform
well on this task with both models getting between 80% and 90%, which is a substantial
improvement over the SVM baseines.

In both the SENTWORDLIST and HARDEASYSENT tasks, the classes are evenly distributed
and this means that the random change baseline is 50% in each case. The results for these
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Subset Architecture Val. Acc. Test Acc. Upd. Acc. Train Time

Audio LF-CNN 66.67 66.51 65.45 435
VAR-CNN 65.35 64.27 64.81 447
SVM (Lin.) 58.30 58.11 59.14 1703
SVM (RBF) 64.12 62.95 63.82 625

Both LF-CNN 56.36 59.99 60.14 540
VAR-CNN 56.36 60.07 59.72 1183
SVM (Lin.) 53.77 53.91 55.40 2412
SVM (RBF) 55.27 55.75 58.80 1474

Visual LF-CNN 58.99 56.05 56.61 354
VAR-CNN 57.89 55.28 55.70 661
SVM (Lin.) 54.40 53.41 54.76 2040
SVM (RBF) 50.94 52.36 55.47 817

Table 3.2: Results of the Word List vs Sentence task on the MOUS datasets

tasks are in Tables 3.2 and 3.3 respectively. These are significantly more challenging, with
the accuracy ranging between 55% and 65%. We can also see that the models proposed by
Zubarev et al are again better than the SVM models, particularly in SENTWORDLIST. We
can see that the SVM (RBF) performs well on the Update Accuracy metric on the MOUS
dataset. However, this metric may not provide a reliable measure of performance on this
dataset because subjects are only exposed to a single stimulus. It is therefore possible
that information from the first trial in a session influences the performance on subsequent
trials in the same session.

One perhaps surprising result is that there was a sizeable difference between the
different modalities of the task. It may have been expected that models trained on
either of the audio or visual subsets may perform better than models trained on both
together. However, we see from both Table 3.2 and Table 3.3 that the audio subset has
substantially higher accuracy for SENTWORDLIST while the visual subset takes the lead
in HARDEASYSENT. (One possibility is that this is the result of subvocal articulation
where a subject may be more prone to articulate words in more complex sentences that
are presented visually). Ultimately, however, we have seen evidence that it possible to
distinguish someone who is processing sentence from someone who is processing an
arbitrary list of words. There is also slightly weaker evidence that we can identify the
complexity of a sentence that someone is processing when it presented visually.

3.3 Summary

In this chapter we have successfully replicated the existing work with only minor differ-
ences in the results. The differences that we have seen could have come about from minor
differences in training: specifically, the subjects used in the evaluation and the version of
dependencies that were used. We followed Zubarev et al as closely as possible, but the
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Subset Architecture Val. Acc. Test Acc. Upd. Acc. Train Time

Audio LF-CNN 49.12 48.73 50.00 165
VAR-CNN 50.22 50.79 52.00 191
SVM (Lin.) 51.22 51.10 52.37 719
SVM (RBF) 49.39 50.60 50.29 154

Both LF-CNN 55.21 53.43 54.24 392
VAR-CNN 54.65 52.62 52.77 578
SVM (Lin.) 52.68 51.64 51.67 2035
SVM (RBF) 55.16 54.18 54.18 821

Visual LF-CNN 58.77 59.40 57.22 199
VAR-CNN 57.24 56.98 58.30 233
SVM (Lin.) 56.27 56.12 56.41 880
SVM (RBF) 57.19 58.96 58.83 220

Table 3.3: Results of the Simple vs Complex sentence task on the MOUS datasets

specific subject splits were not recorded so can not be reproduced exactly. In addition,
deep learning libraries are rapidly evolving and can lead to substantial differences in the
same model, and this likely has played a role in the differences but we can’t draw any
definite conclusions.

We have also shown that all of the new tasks are more difficult than those for the
Cam-CAN dataset. Two of these are significantly more difficult with both the LF-CNN
and VAR-CNN doing about 10% better than chance on the HARDEASYSENT task. We have
also seen that there is a difference in performance between the modalities of the stimulus
and the task, with audio stimulus being easier to identify than visual stimulus for the
SENTWORDLIST while the opposite relationship holds for the HARDEASYSENT.

We have seen that the models proposed by Zubarev et al have generally outperformed
the SVM baselines. As a result the LF-CNN and VAR-CNN models will be suitable baselines
for the new models that we propose in next chapter.
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New Models

In this chapter we will introduce a number of new neural network architectures that are
designed to address some of the weaknesses of the models proposed by Zubarev et al
which we will use as a baseline. In addition, we will also implement two architectures
from the computer vision domain.

We apply these new models to the classification tasks of Chapter 3, and compare them
experimentally against the existing models and the computer vision architectures. In
addition, we introduce the new Hokuto dataset, which differs from the previous ones in
that it does not have a stimulus, but rather records the resting state of individuals with
varying degrees of cognitive impairment. We explore how to extend all the models to
work with this dataset, and compare them on a classification task derived from it.

4.1 Models

In this section, we will propose a number of different network architectures that are
capable of modelling more complex relationships than the models used in Chapter 3.
Our first architecture, TimeConv, is our simplest one that explores the value of temporal
relationships in the data. These ideas are then refined into a spatially invariant autoencoder
architecture (TimeAutoencoder) that is built with a number of temporal residual blocks
which exploit these temporal relationships with residual connections [9]. Our third
model (SERes) combines the same temporal residual blocks with the spatial relationships
that have already been found to be effective in the models of Zubarev et al. Our final
architecture (SETra) uses the Transformer architecture [44] which follows from the way
that we have thought about the MEG image as a sequence of spatial embeddings.

20
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Figure 4.1: The TimeConv architecture.

TimeConv The input to these
modesl consists of a 2-dimensional
matrix, one representing time and
the other representing the spatial
aspect of the data. This architec-
ture is designed to help us gauge
the importance of temporal rela-
tionships in the data.

As such, a separation between
temporal and spatial relationships
is enforced throughout the body
of the network, such that the net-
work learns spatial features only
at the final fully-connected layers. In Figure 4.1 we can see the high-level structure of the
network.

Even though the main body is composed of just three temporal convolution layers,
this is already deeper than previous work. Each temporal convolution layer consists of a
2d convolution, limited to act only on a single channel, and this encourages the network
to focus on temporal aspects of the data and effectively disallows it from learning spatial
features. More specifically, they have a kernel size of (1, 5), dilation of (1, 3) and a stride
of (1,3) and use “same” padding. These convolutions are followed by a standard ReLU
activation function. There are 32 filters in the first layer, 64 in the second, and 32 in the
last and were chosen to allow for more expressiveness than the models of Zubarev et
al while also keeping the number of elements in the output of the last layer relatively
small. These layers are followed by an adaptive max-pooling layer, which means that
ultimately the network is learning a non-linear function that maps the activity in each
channel into a 32 dimension temporal embedding (the number of filters in the last layer).
These embeddings are then concatenated and fed into a dense layer with 128 output
features, a ReLU and finally an output layer with the number of classes as its dimension.

Temporal Residual Block The Temporal Residual Block is a self-contained logical group
of layers; we will use these in different configurations of these blocks in SERes and the
TimeAutoencoder. The structure of this block follows from the ideas in the previous
model, but unlike TimeConv, the Temporal Residual Block is completely prevented from
learning any spatial features. This means that this block is completely independent of the
size of the spatial embeddings (or the number of MEG channels) in the input.

We realise this by using a 1-dimensional kernel in a 2-dimensional convolution. This
has two consequences. First, because the kernel is 1-dimensional, it is incapable of
learning any spatial relationships. Second, because it is a 2-dimensional convolution,
the kernel is applied to all channels and this encourages the network to learn low-level
relationships that exist in all channels.

This convolution may seem similar to the LF-CNN because they both use a 1-dimensional
kernel, but they are significantly different in the type of patterns they are able to learn.
Let us consider how these convolutions will act on a black and white image. If we were to
use the same number of kernels and use the same kernel size then both will have the same
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Figure 4.2: The Spatial Embedding Residual (SERes) network architecture.

number of trainable parameters. Both architectures will apply a 1-dimensional kernel to
each row of the image. However, the LF-CNN will apply a different kernel to each row,
whereas our convolution will apply each kernel to all rows.

Each block consists of four Temporal Residual Convolution layers which are similar to
residual layers used by He et al [9]. However, we reduce the kernel to 1-dimension which
means each convolution uses a kernel size of (1, 3), dilation of (1, 3) and padding of (1, 3).
We use the same number of filters in each layer which we leave as a hyper-parameter.

Our implementation of the residual connection is very similar to the PyTorch imple-
mentation [75] and, ignoring the convolution that is being used, only differs in how batch
normalization is applied. While we use a single batch normalization layer before either
convolution, the PyTorch implementation uses two layers directly after each convolution.

SERes While TimeConv learnt temporal relationships in the raw data, the temporal
layers of both the LF-CNN and VAR-CNN have operated on a spatial embedding. The
SERes architecture (Figure 4.2) combines both of these ideas, by first learning a spatial
embedding which effectively reduces the number of “channels” to 16. So given an input
(1, C , t) with C channels and t time samples, the spatial embedding layer will produce an
embedding of size (1, 16, t). This spatial embedding is then processed by three temporal
residual blocks. Each of the three blocks has 16 filters and reduces the number of time
samples by a factor of eight, leading to an output of (16, 16, t/8). To reduce the number
of parameters and avoid problems like overfitting, we apply a dimensionality reducing
(1× 1) convolution which outputs (1, 16, t/8) and is then flattened to a 16× t/8 feature
vector. The head of the network is very simple and consists of two layers. The first has
128 output features and uses the ReLU activation. The last predicts the weighting of the
classes which are used as part of the cross-entropy loss, which combines the softmax
activation and the negative log-likelihood loss.

SETra Transformer architectures have received a lot of attention recently, although most
of this has remained in the natural language processing domain. One of the strengths of
a transformer comes from its ability to use information present across the entire input. In
comparison, a convolutional network can only exploit information inside the receptive
field of the neuron and this means that details that are separated in the input can only be
combined as the receptive field gradually grows in later layers. However, very recently
there have been a few architectures that use the Transformer on computer vision problems
[76, 77]. Successfully implementing a transformer architecture in this domain would
mean that the network is capable of combining details regardless of where they occur in
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the image. For example, the presence of a baseball at the edge of the image is helpful in
identifying that the subject in the photo is playing baseball, but this type of information can
only be used later in the network. A transformer on the other hand would be able to use
this information immediately. For an image, it quickly becomes computationally infeasible
to use attention on each pixel, because the number of pixels itself grows quadratically with
image size. The existing designs have avoided this by using a downsampling mechanism
or restricting the scope of the attention. For instance, Image Generative Pre-trained
Transformer (I-GPT)[76], an architecture that directly adapts an existing architecture
from NLP, resizes the image until the operation is feasible, while the even more recent
Vision Transformer (ViT) [77] takes a more sophisticated approach and splits the images
into patches that are then attended to.

In our domain, however, this problem is already addressed from the way that we
are thinking about the problems: as a sequence of spatial embeddings. This means that
while other approaches grow quadratically with the size of the image, our approach
grows linearly. To compare our approach directly with the ViT, given an input with size
(224× 224), ViT would split this into 196 patches of 16× 16 that need to be attended
to, whereas our method would attend to all 224 rows (or columns). This means that the
operation should still be feasible, but does not require any form of downsampling.

One of the biggest differences between this architecture and other transformers is the
way the model is trained. Most transformers are pre-trained using a next token prediction
task. However, the SETra is trained exactly the same way as the other classifiers, which
means that there is no need for masking or positional embeddings.

Like the previous model, we use a spatial embedding of size 16 — this can be considered
as the equivalent of a “word embedding” in the NLP domain. We use four transformer
layers with an embedding size of 16 and a feedforward dimension of 64 which are much
smaller than is typical, but necessary to allow the model to train.

4.2 Experimental Setup

For this chapter, we have reimplemented the models of Zubarev et al: the original imple-
mentation used a proprietary data format that was not suitable for our reimplementation.1

This reimplementation allows us to implement both existing and new models in the same
framework for consistent evaluation.

4.2.1 Datasets and Tasks
While this chapter uses the datasets of Chapter 3, there were slight differences because

of the issue of the proprietary data format. Compared to Zubarev and the previous chapter,
the data was split in a slightly different manner. While we still used a training, validation
and test sets, the size of each subset was slightly different, to allow us to run repeated
experiments while still holding out a test set for use once only at the end, to genuinely
measure model generalization. Specifically, we assigned 60% of the subjects to the training

1Specifically, the mne toolbox introduced limitations on the development of new models and introduction
of other datasets and tasks. We reimplemented its core functionality, and the existing models themselves,
for this chapter. Results under this reimplementation are consistent with those of Chapter 3.
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set, 20% was allocated for validation and the remaining 20% were allocated to the test
set. In addition to the training, validation and test set, we also used a development set
which was created by partitioning half the data (instead of subjects) from the validation
set. We used the validation set for early stopping and hyperparameter selection, and the
development set as a stand-in for the test set for producing results over the course of
experiments. (Note that unlike the other splits, the validation-development split is not
looking to evaluate inter-subject performance and instead is used to evaluate intra-subject
performance. This means that while the validation and test sets consist of different
subjects, the validation and development have the same subjects but different trials.)

In addition, there are subtle differences in our preparation of both the Cam-CAN and
the MOUS datasets. In each case, we epoched the data in the same way as Zubarev et al,
by taking a 800ms window that starts 300ms before the stimulus onset. However, after
the data was epoched Zubarev et al downsampled and then normalized it, whereas we do
these in the reverse order. In §3.1.1 the data is normalized using the first 280ms of the
downsampled data, and the rest is processed by the neural networks. This means that
this data includes a small amount of prestimulus data. In contrast, for strict correctness,
we normalize based on the whole prestimulus period, and the input to the networks starts
precisely at the stimulus onset.

Cam-CAN In addition to the AUDIOVIS task that was used on the Cam-CAN dataset in
the previous chapter, our re-implementation allowed us to easily add an additional task.
The Cam-CAN uses an auditory stimulus that consists of three distinct tones and so in
addition to the AUDIOVIS task described in §2.2.2, we also perform a TONE task where we
aim to predict the specific tone that is being played.

Unlike the previous chapter, we did not limit the number of subjects to 250 because
performance generally increases when neural networks are trained on larger amounts
of data. Instead, we only excluded five subjects (CC120208, CC510220, CC610462,
CC620193, CC620685) where there were issues with the data (for example, sessions with
no data), leaving 644 subjects. The training set consists of 388 subjects, the validation
and development set share 128 subjects and the test set has the remaining 128 subjects.

MOUS Our re-implementation of this dataset only deviates from the previous chapter
in two ways that have already been mentioned: the normalization of the data and the
number of subjects that are being used. In this chapter, our test set contains 40 subjects,
our validation and development set shares 40 subjects and the remaining 124 subjects
belong to the training set.

Hokuto This dataset is new to this chapter. It was released as part of the Biomag 2021
Dementia screening challenge,2 where the goal was to develop systems for the diagnosis of
dementia and mild cognitive impairment. Unlike the other datasets, there is no stimulus
and instead, this data consists of a resting state recording.3 This dataset consists of 100
control subjects, 16 subjects with mild cognitive impairment and 29 subjects suffering
from dementia. To address the class imbalance of this task, we will pool the subjects into
two classes: healthy and some cognitive impairment. The latter group combines subjects
with mild cognitive impairment and dementia.

2https://www.biomag2020.org/awards/data-analysis-competitions/
3It could not be used in the experiments of Chapter 3 as mne does not support this.

https://www.biomag2020.org/awards/data-analysis-competitions/
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The subjects were recorded in two separate locations, with 93 being recorded at
location A and 51 at location B. There was a large class imbalance at location A where 73
subjects were in the control, 19 had dementia and only one had mild cognitive impairment.
Location B on the other hand was more balanced with 27 subjects in the control class, 14
with mild cognitive impairment and 10 with dementia.

We will perform two different tasks on this data. The first (IMPAIRMENT) is to directly
predict if the subject has any cognitive impairment. The second is to predict which
location the recording took place in. This second task is to allow us to explore what kind
of spurious features a machine learner might pick up: in ideal circumstances, this second
task should not be possible. However, if there are strong location-based signals, it may be
the case that a learner for IMPAIRMENT is influenced by this in its predictions.

To look at the effect of the recording site we will also break down the IMPAIRMENT

task by the recording site in the same way that we broke down the SENTWORDLIST and
HARDEASYSENT tasks by the mode of the stimulus. Here we will train models on just the
data from location A, then train new models on location B and again on all of the data.

The data was recorded with different machines at each location, and while both used a
160-channel gradiometer they were sampled at different frequencies (1000Hz and location
A and 2000Hz at location B). Unlike the other datasets, we used WINDOW normalization
because there is no stimulus in this datasets.

Apart from these considerations, we use a similar approach to the other datasets. The
data was first band-pass filtered to 1-45 Hz and the data from location B is downsampled
by a factor of two. We then epoched the data into 1000ms windows at which point we
rescaled the window to have a mean of zero and a standard deviation of one. The data is
then downsampled by a factor of 8 in the same fashion as the other datasets.

4.2.2 Training and Evaluation

Evaluation The main metric is classification accuracy, as in Zubarev and §3.1.2. In
addition, we look at the variability of results in two ways. In the first, we calculate
standard deviation over subject accuracies on the test set (indicated by ± in the subject
accuracy columns of results). In addition, we calculate the 95% confidence Wilson score
interval for the classifier [78], which is calculated on a binomial assumption; the lower
and upper bounds are indicated by LB, UB respectively.

Training In each case, we trained three different models and then applied the model
with the best validation accuracy to the test set. During all development we use the
development set as a proxy for the test set.

We trained each model on a GPU with a batch size of 128, using the Adam gradient
descent optimization algorithm [79] with a learning rate of 10−3 which optimized the
cross-entropy loss of each model. We used early stopping on the validation loss with a
patience of 3.

4.2.3 Baselines

Our core baselines are LF-CNN and VAR-CNN from [21]. Like [21], we also include
high-performing computer vision models: GoogLeNet [80]and ResNet18 [9], described in
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§2.1.1.4 These models are designed to process images with three colour channels, so we
added a 1× 1 convolution with three filters to form three “colour” channels.

4.3 Results

AUDIOVIS In Table 4.1 we have the results for the AUDIOVIS task for both the Cam-CAN
and MOUS datasets. Compared to our replication in §3.2 (Table 3.1), we can see that
accuracies here are somewhat higher than in the previous chapter, which is likely due to
the differences in training. Specifically, we trained three models and evaluated the model
with the best validation score, and we used all of the available data in the Cam-CAN
dataset. In terms of consistency, we can see that there are almost identical patterns
between the models on the datasets. Our replication saw very little difference among the
models on Cam-CAN, while the only difference on MOUS was that VAR-CNN outperformed
the LF-CNN on all evaluation sets (validation, development and final test), not just initial
validation.

Overall, the differences in results between the two datasets are substantial, despite
conceptually being a similar task. While our TimeConv and SERes models outperform
VAR-CNN and LF-CNN on Cam-CAN, the results are the other way around for MOUS. On
the Cam-CAN dataset, the lower bound of the Subject Accuracy for SERes is higher than
the test accuracy of any of the other architectures. This is likely due to the much larger
variation in the results for MOUS than Cam-CAN. We can see that the standard deviation
is around 5 on Cam-CAN but is between two and four times larger for MOUS. This may
well be due to that fact that this is a between-subject task and it is possible that the models
are picking up on characteristics of the session.

ResNet18 approaches the level of performance of the SERes and this may because they
are capable of capturing similar types of temporal relationships. However, both ResNet18
and GoogLeNet are much larger, which means that they tend to overfit more easily and
that do not reach performance levels seen elsewhere.

We also note that there is a substantial difference between our models that have a
larger component of dense connections. The TimeConv has a much larger fully-connected
layer than the SERes and the SETra is not constrained by convolutions at all. This may
indicate that these models are over-fitting more easily.

TONE The results for the TONE task are in Table 4.2 and we can see that almost all of
the models are able to significantly beat the random chance baseline of 33.3%. However,
there is much less variability between the models on this task compared to AUDIOVIS on
the MOUS, with all but two models doing better than 46%.

Notably, GoogLeNet performs the worst across all metrics. This is not the only time
that we have seen similar results from a computer vision architecture, over the course of
our experiments on the development set. We have noticed that the larger a model is, the
less likely it is to successfully converge.5

4[21] use the older VGGNet, modified to include batch normalization. When we implemented it, we
were unable to train a single model successfully. Instead of altering the architecture, we implemented
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Dataset Architecture Val. Acc. Dev. Acc. Test Acc. Sub. Acc. Mean Acc. (LB - UB)

Cam-CAN SERes 94.99 94.92 95.87 95.87±4.0 (95.16 - 96.58)
TimeConv 94.28 94.30 94.80 94.80±4.9 (93.95 - 95.66)
SETra 93.29 93.02 94.38 94.38±5.5 (93.42 - 95.34)
LF-CNN 93.24 93.09 94.38 94.38±5.5 (93.41 - 95.34)
VAR-CNN 93.29 92.73 94.33 94.33±5.5 (93.36 - 95.30)
GoogLeNet 93.22 92.89 93.86 93.86±5.4 (92.91 - 94.81)
ResNet18 94.24 94.09 95.03 95.03±4.8 (94.19 - 95.87)

MOUS SERes 78.03 78.97 79.34 79.29±14.0 (74.77 - 83.82)
TimeConv 72.20 71.91 74.36 74.49±11.4 (70.79 - 78.19)
SETra 72.13 72.97 74.11 73.80±8.2 (71.14 - 76.46)
LF-CNN 79.22 80.20 82.21 81.72±15.2 (76.78 - 86.66)
VAR-CNN 82.06 83.32 83.55 82.82±16.7 (77.42 - 88.23)
GoogLeNet 78.07 79.21 81.68 81.30±19.2 (75.07 - 87.53)
ResNet18 77.45 77.96 76.86 75.91±21.5 (68.95 - 82.88)

Table 4.1: Results of the AUDIOVIS task on both the Cam-CAN and MOUS datasets.
Included is the Validation Accuracy, Development Accuracy, Test Accuracy and the Lower
and Upper Bound of the Subject Accuracy

Architecture Val. Acc. Dev. Acc. Test Acc. Sub. Acc. Mean Acc. (LB - UB)

SERes 45.16 46.72 46.09 46.09±8.5 (44.61 - 47.58 )
TimeConv 44.19 46.17 45.70 45.70±8.3 (44.25 - 47.16 )
SETra 45.89 46.90 46.50 46.50±8.7 (44.97 - 48.02 )
LF-CNN 45.81 46.88 46.34 46.34±8.9 (44.77 - 47.91 )
VAR-CNN 45.65 45.42 45.31 45.31±9.4 (43.67 - 46.95 )
GoogLeNet 33.15 33.80 33.45 33.45±2.8 (32.95 - 33.95 )
ResNet18 44.40 46.12 44.00 44.00±9.5 (42.33 - 45.66 )

Table 4.2: Results of the TONE task on the Cam-CAN dataset

SENTWORDLIST In Table 4.3 we have the results of the SENTWORDLIST task on the MOUS
dataset. We can see that SERes outperformed our baselines (LF-CNN and VAR-CNN) in
every case for the Visual and Both subsets. The computer vision models do not do well
on this task and like the TONE, the GoogLeNet in particular falls behind. As in §3.2, we
see that there is a substantial difference between the different subsets. This may be due
to the way that the information can be processed. When a word is presented visually the
subject can immediately focus on any part of the word. For audio, on the other hand,
the subjects attentions will always initially be at the start of the word which may result
in more informative temporal relationships. Despite having half the available data, the

architectures that already incorporated batch normalization.
5This is consistent with our attempted training of VGGNet.
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Audio subset achieves the best results.
Training on all of the data does not seem to improve compared to the results of each

subset. This may be because the low-level features are not easily transferred from one
modality to the other. This makes sense because these models are limited to learning a
spatial embedding which only allows focusing on the brain activity in 16 distinct ways.
When trained together, the models will need to compromise to focus on activity that
applies on both modalities. Increasing the size of the spatial embedding could improve
the results, although it may also make it easier for the network to overfit.

Subset Architecture Val. Acc. Dev. Acc. Test Acc. Sub. Acc. Mean Acc. (LB - UB)

Audio SERes 65.91 65.61 65.79 65.93±4.1 (64.01 - 67.86)
TimeConv 63.44 64.46 64.95 64.90±4.8 (62.68 - 67.13)
SETra 63.63 64.19 64.78 64.79±4.8 (62.54 - 67.03)
LF-CNN 63.40 64.64 63.78 63.86±4.9 (61.59 - 66.13)
VAR-CNN 64.34 64.27 65.40 65.46±4.8 (63.23 - 67.69)
GoogLeNet 61.15 62.54 60.39 60.49±5.1 (58.09 - 62.89)
ResNet18 63.08 64.07 65.36 65.41±4.2 (63.47 - 67.34)

Both SERes 60.22 60.54 60.26 60.56±7.2 (58.23 - 62.89)
TimeConv 57.92 58.37 58.96 59.11±4.4 (57.68 - 60.55)
SETra 58.40 59.82 59.29 59.52±6.0 (57.58 - 61.46)
LF-CNN 58.55 58.75 58.73 59.00±5.9 (57.10 - 60.91)
VAR-CNN 57.30 58.62 57.99 58.15±5.9 (56.23 - 60.06)
GoogLeNet 52.50 53.63 52.87 52.82±3.4 (51.74 - 53.91)
ResNet18 55.83 58.47 58.08 58.22±4.8 (56.67 - 59.78)

Visual SERes 54.64 56.08 56.55 56.57±3.1 (55.03 - 58.11)
TimeConv 55.88 56.77 56.12 56.09±3.1 (54.54 - 57.65)
SETra 54.83 55.70 57.05 57.00±3.2 (55.43 - 58.56)
LF-CNN 54.99 55.41 56.22 56.18±2.8 (54.79 - 57.56)
VAR-CNN 54.54 55.20 55.53 55.51±3.2 (53.90 - 57.11)
GoogLeNet 53.86 55.35 55.06 55.04±0.7 (54.70 - 55.38)
ResNet18 53.28 55.43 56.22 56.19±3.3 (54.54 - 57.84)

Table 4.3: Results of the SENTWORDLIST task on the MOUS dataset

HARDEASYSENT In Table 4.4 we have the results of the HARDEASYSENT task on the
MOUS dataset for both the Audio and Visual subsets. Results for the Both subset can be
found in Appendix A.2. Like the SENTWORDLIST task, we can see a difference between the
subsets, but in this case, the classes are more easily distinguishable with a Visual stimulus
compared to the Audio equivalent. We also note that none of the models trained on the
Audio subset did better than chance (50%), whereas in both of the other subsets each
model lower bound of the 95% confidence interval was better than chance.

This also seems to be a task that does not see much benefit of the temporal features
that our proposed models focus on. While the LF-CNN outperforms the other models on
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the Visual subset, as well as the Both subset (See Appendix A.2), there does not seem to be
a substantial difference between the other models. In any case, this is a challenging task
but all of the models are able to distinguish the difference when the stimulus is presented
visually.

Subset Architecture Val. Acc. Dev. Acc. Test Acc. Sub. Acc. Mean Acc. (LB - UB)

Audio SERes 50.64 49.25 49.77 49.80±0.6 (49.52 - 50.08)
TimeConv 50.49 48.97 49.97 50.00±0.5 (49.77 - 50.22)
SETra 50.41 50.53 50.63 50.50±5.2 (48.10 - 52.90)
LF-CNN 54.24 49.83 51.54 51.48±4.9 (49.22 - 53.74)
VAR-CNN 50.13 51.48 51.88 51.63±4.5 (49.52 - 53.73)
GoogLeNet 53.06 48.44 50.91 50.81±4.6 (48.66 - 52.95)
ResNet18 52.54 48.78 49.72 49.49±3.9 (47.67 - 51.31)

Visual SERes 57.73 57.25 59.34 59.27±3.9 (57.32 - 61.22)
TimeConv 55.34 53.79 58.09 58.05±3.9 (56.14 - 59.96)
SETra 56.87 57.56 60.09 60.06±3.1 (58.53 - 61.59)
LF-CNN 58.82 59.40 60.76 60.66±3.0 (59.18 - 62.15)
VAR-CNN 59.24 59.06 59.08 59.00±3.3 (57.35 - 60.64)
GoogLeNet 57.84 59.05 59.55 59.16±1.1 (58.60 - 59.72)
ResNet18 56.76 55.96 58.72 58.43±3.0 (56.96 - 59.89)

Table 4.4: Results of the HARDEASYSENT task on the MOUS dataset

IMPAIRMENT In Table 4.5 we have the results of the IMPAIRMENT task on the Hokuto
dataset. This dataset was one of the most challenging, for three reasons: it does not
involve an evoked response, it is the smallest in terms of the number subjects which are
recorded at two separate locations, and it is tracking a between-subject variable. Despite
this, we were still able to train four different models that outperformed the random chance
baselines. This is the smallest dataset: there are only 14 subjects in the test set and only
five at location B, with large confidence intervals as a consequence.

For Location A, GoogLeNet, ResNet18, LF-CNN and VAR-CNN all perform very well
on the validation set. The same models also perform well on the validation set for Both
locations. This may be because the models have been able to consistently learn features
that work well for that majority of subjects from Location A in the validation set.

More generally, the models trained at Location A performed much better than Location
B. However, at least some of this is due to the class imbalance at each location. The
random chance baseline at Location A was 66.66% while it was 60% at Location B. The
models at Location B were much closer to random chance than at Location A: the mean
test accuracy at Location A is 78.88%, and at location B it is just 59.88%

Ultimately, there does not seem to be enough data to draw any strong conclusions,
although the results at Location A seem promising. However, we also looked at predicting
which location the subject was from, and all architectures achieve near 100% accuracy.
The mean test accuracy across all the models is 99.51%, with the lowest score 97.53%. We
are forced to conclude that the models are easily able to identify the individual machine
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that was used to record the data. Consequently, this need to be carefully considered in
experimental design when looking at between-subject variables.

Location Architecture Val. Acc. Dev. Acc. Test Acc. Sub. Acc. Mean Acc. (LB - UB)

A SERes 90.64 90.50 86.41 86.30±30.6 (70.65 - 101.95)
TimeConv 85.64 86.76 77.69 77.52±31.0 (61.66 - 93.39)*
SETra 90.99 92.17 79.71 79.53±31.6 (63.35 - 95.71)*
LF-CNN 95.47 95.76 84.91 84.77±33.4 (67.67 - 101.87)
VAR-CNN 94.07 94.61 83.22 83.08±31.8 (66.79 - 99.37)
GoogLeNet 96.16 96.25 83.75 83.71±32.8 (66.92 - 100.50)
ResNet18 94.20 94.78 81.17 81.12±33.0 (64.21 - 98.03)*

B SERes 50.62 51.15 60.43 59.78±34.3 (33.88 - 85.68)*
TimeConv 51.17 50.19 51.31 50.14±34.4 (24.19 - 76.09)*
SETra 48.12 48.79 60.14 59.78±21.3 (43.73 - 75.83)
LF-CNN 58.13 58.44 61.31 60.68±33.0 (35.80 - 85.56)*
VAR-CNN 72.75 72.42 65.49 64.66±30.6 (41.57 - 87.75)*
GoogLeNet 80.27 77.82 67.32 67.16±36.0 (40.00 - 94.32)*
ResNet18 75.99 74.77 67.40 67.24±35.5 (40.44 - 94.04)*

Both SERes 81.22 81.31 75.63 75.69±34.9 (61.92 - 89.46)*
TimeConv 76.87 77.03 71.86 71.71±32.4 (58.92 - 84.51)*
SETra 82.45 82.61 75.94 75.80±36.9 (61.23 - 90.37)*
LF-CNN 82.60 82.24 73.95 73.81±33.5 (60.59 - 87.03)*
VAR-CNN 85.58 85.65 76.82 76.69±35.5 (62.67 - 90.70)*
GoogLeNet 85.24 85.00 74.50 74.47±34.0 (61.04 - 87.90)*
ResNet18 88.89 88.47 77.77 77.74±33.0 (64.70 - 90.78)

Table 4.5: Results of the IMPAIRMENT task on the Hokuto datasets.

4.4 Summary

In this chapter, we have introduced three novel architectures and they have demonstrated
that by learning temporal relationships in the data we are able to improve the performance
on some tasks. In particular, the SERes was able to beat all our baseline models on the
SENTWORDLIST task where it achieved the highest overall accuracy in two of three subsets
(Audio and Both) and was only outperformed by our SETra in the third (Visual) subset.
We point out that these temporal patterns were easiest to identify on the audio subset of
the data. This difference may be due to the way that the word is processed because the
subject’s attention will always initially be at the start of the word for the audio stimulus
whereas this is not the case for the visual stimulus.

In the tasks where the models can make use of these temporal features, SERes generally
outperforms all other models including much large models like ResNet18 which has more
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than 150× more trainable parameters than SERes. In contrast, other tasks such as the
HARDEASYSENT task seem to be more conducive to spatial aspects and models such as
SETra and the baselines seem to perform better. It would be interesting in future work
to understand what key cognitive science properties distinguish HARDEASYSENT from
SENTWORDLIST in terms of their temporal behaviour.

Training models successfully remains the biggest challenge in the domain, with the
best performing models being the ones that are able to constrain the problem in a way that
maintains important relationships but reduces overfitting. The work by Zubarev et al has
shown to do this remarkably well at this, but its simplicity limits the types of interactions
that it can model. On the other hand, our SERes model is far more expressive and has
the potential to significantly improve on the LF-CNN and VAR-CNN if the challenge in
training models is addressed. In spite of these challenges, the SERes outperforms all other
models on several tasks which demonstrate the utility of these features.

Given the success of transformers in other fields, the SETra does not perform as well as
one might hope. This may be in part due to a transformer’s abilty to attend to information
anywhere in the input, which in this case may allow it to more easily overfit to any noise
that is present. This result highlights the importance of pretraining, which we will explore
in the next chapter through the use of an autoencoder.



5
Model Preprocessing

5.1 Introduction

In this chapter we will explore two possible ways to improve the performance of the
models that were used in Chapters 3 and 4. First, we will first look at a method of
pre-training which has been shown to be effective in other domains such as natural
language processing. Using an autoencoder, we will encode temporal relationships into a
dimensionally reduced representation (‘embedding’) which can then be taken as input by
other models. Not only will this pre-training potentially improve results, but it will also
allow us to investigate the importance of the temporal features in the data which our new
models have focused on.

Second, we will investigate the effects of normalization of the data from two different
points of view: local and global. As noted in §2.1.2, good normalization has been
important for building high-performing deep learning models in other domains. It is
common to normalize each trial from an MEG session individually using a baseline period.
However, in computer vision all of the data is normalized using the same set of statistics
which are calculated across the entire dataset. We will explore both of these approaches,
both independently and in combination, to determine the most appropriate method for
normalization.

5.2 TimeAutoencoder

In this section, we will explore the effects of pre-training via an architecture we refer to
as TimeAutoencoder. While transformers are potentially one possibility for pre-training,
they are generally trained as part of a next (or missing) token classification task. In this
domain, we do not have discrete tokens and therefore we can not directly adapt these

32
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Figure 5.1: The TimeAutoencoder architecture.

training methods. However, this line of inquiry seems to be a promising one for future
work.

Instead of using a next-token prediction, we focus on the traditional autoencoder
training task where we train our model to reproduce an input from a compressed latent
embedding. Specifically, we train our model to minimise the mean square error between
the output to the decoder and the original input. This architecture builds on the ideas
from our other models and relies on the Temporal Residual Block that we described in §4.1.
However, unlike our other models, this architecture has no method of learning any spatial
relationships at all. The intention here is that by limiting the types of interactions that it
can model, it will be forced to learn low-level features that are more easily generalized in
downstream tasks.

As the TimeAutoencoder only operates on temporal relationships, the latent embedding
that it generates can be thought of as data that has been downsampled. We can also train
the TimeAutoencoder on a larger input window to generate a latent representation that
has the same dimensions as the inputs that we used in §4.2.1, allowing more temporal
data to be incorporated. As training the autoencoder is significantly more computationally
intensive than the other models, we will only evaluate the architecture by training the
TimeAutoencoder on MOUS with 128 time steps which will then halve the temporal
dimension. We will train models in five different configurations: two baselines which use
the raw data, and three configurations which incorporate the encoder and differ in how
the encoder is trained.

Model As with other convolutional autoencoders described in §2.1.1, the TimeAutoen-
coder has two main components, the encoder and the decoder. In Figure 5.1 we see
these components separated by the latent representation. Given an input with size
(1, C , t) where C is the number of channels and t is the number of time steps, this will be
compressed down to (1, C , t/2) before the original input is reproduced.

The first layer in the encoder increases the number of filters to (32, C , t), which is then
passed to Temporal Residual Block with 32 filter layers, maintaining the same dimensions.
The last layer in the encoder is a strided temporal convolution and is the bottleneck in the
network. This layer uses the same settings as the other layers in the Temporal Residual
Block, but in addition uses a stride of 2. It outputs the latent representation which has
half the number of time steps of the input but is otherwise the same (1, C , t/2).

The decoder is similar to the encoder but replaces the first and last layer convolutions
with transpose-convolution equivalents. The first layer will increase the number of filters
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to 32 so that the data has a shape of (32, C , t/2) and like the encoder, this is input to the
Temporal Residual Block. The last layer in the decoder is responsible for recreating the
missing time steps and reproducing the input.

5.2.1 Experimental Setup

We will compare five different experimental configurations. The first two (RAW64,
RAW128) will not use the TimeAutoencoder at all and instead use the raw data, with
either 64 or 128-time steps. These will allow us to evaluate whether any performance
increase is simply due to extra information that is present in the larger input. Of those
that use the autoencoder, the FROZEN configuration will use the latent representation of
the encoder as part of a pre-processing step, and the parameters of the encoder will not
be updated. In contrast, the UNFROZEN will also use the latent representation but will
be fine-tuned as part of training the classifier. The UNINITIALIZED will use an encoder
with randomly initialized parameters, and like UNFROZEN the parameters will be updated
while training the classifier. For each of these configurations, we will train four different
model architectures (SERes, SETra, LF-CNN and VAR-CNN). We will apply these to the
HARDEASYSENT and SENTWORDLIST tasks on MOUS, to assess the benefit of temporal
information there.

Despite the simplicity of the TimeAutoencoder, there is a substantial computational
expense and training these models took more than 8 hours. As a result, unlike in §4.2.2,
we will only train one instance of each model, and because of the increased memory
requirements, we will use a batch size of 32. However, we will also accumulate gradients
across 4 batches to maintain an effective batch size of 128 and optimise it as described in
§2.1.1. In addition, we will not develop stimulus-specific models and will use the Both
subset to train our models.

5.2.2 Results

Table 5.1 (SENTWORDLIST) contains a number of interesting results. The TimeAutoen-
coder substantially increased the results of both the LF-CNN and VAR-CNN, where the best
configuration (UNFROZEN) produced Test Accuracies of 59.58% and 59.09%, respectively.
This reduced the difference in subject accuracy between SERes and LF-CNN to just 0.66%
from 1.61%. For both the LF-CNN and VAR-CNN the UNFROZEN configuration outperforms
all other configuration in every evaluation set.

Interestingly, the FROZEN in contrast decreases performance in most cases. We can
also see the benefit of pre-training by comparing the results to UNINITIALIZED, which are
significantly lower on the LF-CNN and VAR-CNN models. This might suggest that the
TimeAutoencoder is overfitting and is learning how to noise as well as useful information.

Looking at SERes and SETra, we can see that there is only a minor difference between
Disabled (64) and Disabled (128). We also see that these models perform no better when
the encoder is added. Taken together this suggests that the extra data is not capturing
useful relationships; as a result, the encoder is making better use of the information that
would already be present in the 64 time samples that we used in the previous chapters.

Moving on to Table 5.2 (HARDEASYSENT) we can see no clear optimal configuration.
This is not too surprising because in Table 4.4 and §4.3 we saw that the models that
incorporated temporal features performed no better than those without. This result more
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directly supports the idea that temporal features are more important in some tasks than
others.

Architecture Encoder Val. Acc. Dev. Acc. Test Acc. Sub. Acc. Mean Acc. (LB - UB)

SERes Disabled (128) 59.63 60.67 60.24 60.46±6.3 (58.41 - 62.52)
Disabled (64) 58.21 59.02 59.42 59.62±5.7 (57.77 - 61.47)
Frozen 59.03 59.96 59.85 60.12±6.0 (58.18 - 62.06)
Unfrozen 55.04 56.25 56.42 56.57±4.3 (55.18 - 57.97)
Uninitialized 55.26 55.87 55.50 55.59±3.7 (54.40 - 56.78)

SETra Disabled (128) 59.00 59.93 60.18 60.42±6.5 (58.29 - 62.54)
Disabled (64) 59.19 59.65 59.63 59.94±6.3 (57.91 - 61.97)
Frozen 57.69 58.91 58.76 58.97±5.4 (57.21 - 60.74)
Unfrozen 58.81 60.12 59.04 59.25±5.7 (57.39 - 61.10)
Uninitialized 58.35 59.84 59.20 59.43±6.1 (57.46 - 61.41)

LF-CNN Disabled (128) 57.71 58.76 58.73 58.85±4.9 (57.28 - 60.43)
Disabled (64) 57.06 57.53 58.50 58.63±5.9 (56.73 - 60.54)
Frozen 56.13 58.39 57.08 57.20±5.5 (55.41 - 58.99)
Unfrozen 58.63 60.18 59.58 59.80±5.4 (58.06 - 61.55)
Uninitialized 57.36 58.83 57.61 57.78±5.4 (56.03 - 59.53)

VAR-CNN Disabled (128) 56.98 58.95 58.30 58.27±5.4 (56.54 - 60.01)
Disabled (64) 57.96 58.88 58.28 58.61±5.9 (56.69 - 60.53)
Frozen 56.77 57.19 57.94 58.19±5.8 (56.33 - 60.06)
Unfrozen 58.58 59.01 59.09 59.34±5.8 (57.47 - 61.21)
Uninitialized 58.06 58.93 58.58 58.84±5.9 (56.92 - 60.77)

Table 5.1: Results of the applying the TimeAutoencoder to the SENTWORDLIST task on
the MOUS dataset

5.3 The Role of Normalization

We have noted in §2.2.1 that there is a difference in how normalization is processed in MEG
compared to other domains. In this section we will explore the effect of normalization
methods that are common in MEG and machine learning more broadly. We will look
at the effects of a number of different LOCAL normalization methods and compare then
together with GLOBAL normalization.

5.3.1 Experimental Setup
Again to limit the computational cost, we will focus on the Cam-CAN dataset, and

we will train each normalization strategy on three different architectures (SERes, LF-
CNN and VAR-CNN) on both inputs with 64 and 128 time steps. The two different
normalization strategies are BASELINE and WINDOW that have been described in §2.2.1. We
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Architecture Encoder Val. Acc. Dev. Acc. Test Acc. Sub. Acc. Mean Acc. (LB - UB)

SERes Disabled (128) 54.58 56.10 55.44 54.89±5.3 (53.18 - 56.60)
Disabled (64) 53.22 55.05 55.45 54.78±5.0 (53.16 - 56.39)
Frozen 53.91 54.70 54.91 54.34±4.6 (52.86 - 55.82)
Unfrozen 54.02 54.89 54.92 54.35±4.7 (52.84 - 55.86)
Uninitialized 54.90 55.09 55.50 55.18±4.3 (53.79 - 56.57)

SETra Disabled (128) 54.96 55.22 56.57 56.11±4.6 (54.63 - 57.58)
Disabled (64) 53.25 54.69 55.60 54.93±5.4 (53.20 - 56.67)
Frozen 54.21 54.92 54.91 54.34±4.5 (52.87 - 55.81)
Unfrozen 52.79 54.26 55.22 54.56±7.3 (52.19 - 56.92)
Uninitialized 55.39 55.92 55.77 55.32±5.2 (53.63 - 57.00)

LF-CNN Disabled (128) 54.61 55.04 55.14 54.35±5.2 (52.66 - 56.03)
Disabled (64) 53.98 55.12 55.97 55.21±5.9 (53.31 - 57.10)
Frozen 55.02 53.31 54.79 54.30±5.7 (52.45 - 56.15)
Unfrozen 54.11 54.02 56.28 55.67±5.8 (53.80 - 57.55)
Uninitialized 53.72 55.26 55.47 54.91±4.8 (53.36 - 56.46)

VAR-CNN Disabled (128) 56.11 54.00 56.12 55.51±4.6 (54.01 - 57.01)
Disabled (64) 53.06 54.61 55.80 55.26±4.3 (53.87 - 56.65)
Frozen 55.26 55.08 55.09 54.56±5.0 (52.94 - 56.17)
Unfrozen 55.47 53.27 56.01 55.46±6.1 (53.50 - 57.42)
Uninitialized 54.36 55.04 55.46 55.06±5.4 (53.30 - 56.82)

Table 5.2: Results of the applying the TimeAutoencoder to the HARDEASYSENT task on
the MOUS dataset

also implement SCALE, which is a LOCAL normalization that is similar to the ROBUSTSCALER

used in Scikit-Learn [81], as well as the effect of not applying any normalization which
we refer to as NONE normalization. In addition to being applied locally, each of these
methods has a GLOBAL variant, where the LOCAL method is applied first and followed by
GLOBAL normalization.

The BASELINE is the normalized method that we used for most of our previous ex-
periments and follows the procedure used by Zubarev et al where the baseline period is
300ms prior to stimulus onset. In contrast, SCALE fits the data to the interval [−1,1] to
reduce the effect of outliers in the data. More precisely, it first clips all the values to fall
between the 1st and 99th percentile, subtracts the 1st percentile and divides 99th so that
the data is between 0 and 1, then further rescales to the interval [−1,1].

We will follow the same methodology we used in §4.2.2 and will evaluate the best of
three models. This means that we will measure the performance of each strategy on six
different models from three different architectures on two different input sizes. As usual,
we will evaluate the performance of these models by the accuracy metric, noting mean
and standard deviation.
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5.3.2 Results

Normalization Mean Val. Acc. Mean Dev. Acc. Mean Test Acc. Mean Acc. (LB - UB)

Baseline 93.80±1.0 93.59±0.8 94.82±0.8 (93.95±0.9 - 95.70±0.6)
Baseline + Global 93.66±0.9 93.49±0.8 94.61±0.8 (93.69±0.9 - 95.53±0.7)
None 50.64±0.0 49.36±0.0 50.00±0.0 (50.00±0.0 - 50.00±0.0)
None + Global 93.26±0.6 92.94±0.6 94.26±0.7 (93.33±0.8 - 95.20±0.6)
Scale 93.99±0.6 93.65±0.9 94.97±0.6 (94.10±0.6 - 95.84±0.5)
Scale + Global 93.59±0.9 93.40±0.8 94.77±0.6 (93.86±0.7 - 95.68±0.5)
Window 93.69±0.9 93.48±0.9 94.81±0.7 (93.92±0.8 - 95.70±0.6)
Window + Global 93.60±0.7 93.42±0.8 94.71±0.7 (93.80±0.8 - 95.61±0.6)

Table 5.3: Effects of normalization on the AUDIOVIS task on the Cam-CAN dataset

From Table 5.3 we can clearly see that not applying any form of normalization com-
pletely prevents training, with NONE getting exactly 50% in most cases. At first look,
this is not terribly surprising; however, as there is no deviation in the models (standard
deviation 0), this means that none of the 18 models that were trained were able to learn
any useful features.

This is unexpected because our SERes model makes use of batch normalization, the
first of which takes place before any form of non-linearity. This may have been due to an
undesirable interaction between the weights of the first layer and the subsequent batch
normalization, where a small update to the weights and the bias in particular would result
in chaotic data distribution between batches and disrupt the normalization process.

In the AUDIOVIS task, the SCALE has a small lead in each metric, but the inter-model
variations are larger than the differences between most of the normalization strategies.
Looking at the mean test accuracy, BASELINE, WINDOW and SCALE score 94.82%, 94.81%
and 94.97% respectively which amounts to a difference of just 0.16%.

There is also a small difference in the models that used GLOBAL normalization where
the GLOBAL version performed a fraction worse than the version that just used the local
normalization. However, we can see from Table 5.4 that this difference is more pronounced
in the AUDIOVIS than the TONE.

We had assumed that we would see an effect of the normalization in all models, but it
is possible that these effects only become significant on larger models. We leave these
experiments to future work and while running such an experiment would be substantially
more computationally intensive, understanding why these larger models fail to train may
allow much more complex models to be trained

5.4 Summary

In this chapter, we explored two potential ways to improve performance, the TimeAu-
toencoder and normalization methods. In §4.3 we had found that the architectures that
focused on temporal features outperformed others on the SENTWORDLIST task. The
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Normalization Mean Val. Acc. Mean Dev. Acc. Mean Test Acc. Mean Acc. (LB - UB)

Baseline 45.87±0.4 46.22±0.6 45.91±0.4 (44.35±0.4 - 47.46±0.4)
Baseline + Global 45.34±0.7 46.29±0.9 45.71±0.8 (44.22±0.7 - 47.21±0.8)
None 33.76±0.1 32.91±0.1 33.33±0.0 (33.33±0.0 - 33.33±0.0)
None + Global 44.62±1.2 45.71±0.8 45.13±1.1 (43.68±1.0 - 46.58±1.1)
Scale 45.85±0.3 46.68±0.9 46.25±0.9 (44.72±0.9 - 47.77±0.8)
Scale + Global 45.56±0.3 46.71±0.6 46.09±0.9 (44.60±0.9 - 47.57±1.0)
Window 45.41±0.6 46.74±0.9 46.20±0.5 (44.69±0.5 - 47.70±0.5)
Window + Global 45.58±0.4 46.39±0.9 45.55±0.7 (44.02±0.8 - 47.08±0.7)

Table 5.4: Effects of normalization on the TONE task on the Cam-CAN dataset

results with the TimeAutoencoder— where applying it to LF-CNN and VAR-CNN, which
do not incorporate temporal features, was able to increase the performance on the task —
reinforce the finding that this task depends strongly on temporal features. We established
using various comparison models that this performance increase was also not solely due
to the increased complexity of the model.

The TimeAutoencoder did not improve the performance of all models. This may be
because it encodes temporal information in a redundant way; this is an open question. It
is possible that both of these problems, as well as the issue of high computational cost,
may be overcome by incorporating spatial relationships and further reducing the latent
embedding. This is because as it stands the computational costs are directly related to the
number of channels or the size spatial embedding. While there are hundreds of channels,
the spatial embeddings is only of size 16 which massively reduces the computational cost.

We have seen that there is only minor difference between local and global normaliza-
tion methods but some form of normalization is critical. However, we did not investigate
the effects on larger models such as ResNet18 and GoogLeNet and the effects may be
more pronounced on these types of models and more research is required in this area.



6
Conclusion

In this thesis we have successfully replicated a very recent piece of work by Zubarev et al
and extended it to answer several research questions.

RQ1: Does the superiority of Zubarev et al’s proposed deep learning architectures,
LF-CNN and VAR-CNN, hold for new large datasets and more challenging tasks? We
closely replicated the original work, and as they did found that both the LF-CNN and
VAR-CNN outperformed the chosen baseline machine learning classifiers. The new tasks
that we introduced showed a significant range in difficulty, with the AUDIOVIS task being
slightly more difficult and the HARDEASYSENT being very difficult. In addition, we also
found that the modality of the stimulus affected the difficulty of the task. For instance,
the SENTWORDLIST was easier when performed with an auditory stimulus as opposed to
a visual one.

RQ2: Do our proposed architectures outperform the existing models on our chosen
tasks, both the original from Zubarev et al and our more challenging tasks? We
proposed three novel architectures, the TimeConv, SERes and SETra, which have all
concentrated on learning temporal relationships in the data. We found that the SERes
and SETra architectures outperformed both of the LF-CNN and VAR-CNN in several tasks,
particularly those where a temporal aspect was clear.

This is similar to the pattern that we found when applying computer vision architec-
tures. We found that both ResNet18 and GoogLeNet generally performed worse than our
baselines but it was not always the case.

RQ3a: Can we further improve the performance of a model by using the interme-
diate latent representation of an autoencoder? We proposed the TimeAutoencoder
architecture which learns a temporally enriched embeddings that can replace the input
data used in other models. We found that using these embeddings significantly improved
the performance of both the LF-CNN and the VAR-CNN on the same tasks where our new
models had a significant lead. These embeddings were able to reduce the lead but were
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not able to improve the performance pasts models that were designed to take advantage
of these features. They nonetheless demonstrate the importance of both pre-training and
capturing temporal relationships in the data.

RQ3b: Is it better to use subject level normalization or a global level normalization
on datasets? We explored three different strategies of subject-level normalization and
found that there is only a small difference among them. There was also only a small
difference when comparing subject-level normalization to global-level normalization.
However, not applying any normalization completely prevented models from learning
any useful features and even models that incorporated batch normalization failed to train.
Ultimately, this is an area that requires further exploration with a focus on larger and
more complex models.

Future Work This is a new domain for deep learning, and there is a great deal of work
to be done on the best way to train models. We have noted that models which contain
more than one million parameters (GoogLeNet and ResNet18) would not always train
successfully. This suggests that there is some unknown, intermittent and undesirable
interaction taking place while training these models. Understanding the cause of this is
likely to increase the performance of all architectures significantly.

In the mean time there are two other areas of research that are promising; pre-training
and data augmentation. In this work we have shown the benefits of pre-training using
an autoencoder; however, we constrained the encoder to only be able to learn temporal
features. Developing a method of pre-training that builds on spatial features as well is
likely to further increase performance.

Our SERes architecture has achieved state-of-the-art results on temporally-oriented
tasks but it is not clear what makes the distinction apparent. It would be interesting to
understand the underlying cognitive processes that cause the difference in temporal be-
havior between the HARDEASYSENT and SENTWORDLIST tasks. This understanding would
also likely lead to further performance improvements in neural network architectures.
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Sentence Word List

Difficult The nice lady gave Henk, who had
bought a colourful parrot, a bag of
seeds

Bag a colourful nice a had who lady
parrot gave the bought seeds Henk

Het aardige vrouwtje gaf Henk die een
kleurige papegaai gekocht had een zak
pitjes

Zak een kleurige aardige een had die
vrouwtje papegaai gaf het gekocht pit-
jes Henk

Easy These are no regional problems such
as those on the Antilles

such as no those Antilles problems
regional are the these on

Dit zijn geen regionale problemen
zoals die op de Antillen.

zoals geen die Antillen problemen re-
gionale zijn de dit op

Table A.1: Literal translations of the Dutch sentences that were used as stimulus. Target
words (highlighted in bold) are in the same ordinal position in both the Sentence and the
Word List (in the original Dutch sentences)

Subset Architecture Val. Acc. Dev. Acc. Test Acc. Sub. Acc. Mean Acc. (LB - UB)

Audio SERes 50.64 49.25 49.77 49.80±0.6 (49.52 - 50.08 )
TimeConv 50.49 48.97 49.97 50.00±0.5 (49.77 - 50.22 )
SETra 50.41 50.53 50.63 50.50±5.2 (48.10 - 52.90 )
LF-CNN 54.24 49.83 51.54 51.48±4.9 (49.22 - 53.74)
VAR-CNN 50.13 51.48 51.88 51.63±4.5 (49.52 - 53.73 )
GoogLeNet 53.06 48.44 50.91 50.81±4.6 (48.66 - 52.95 )
ResNet18 52.54 48.78 49.72 49.49±3.9 (47.67 - 51.31 )

Both SERes 55.16 54.33 55.35 54.95±4.0 (53.64 - 56.25 )
TimeConv 53.74 54.15 54.19 53.57±5.3 (51.87 - 55.27 )
SETra 54.76 53.11 55.11 54.58±4.5 (53.12 - 56.03 )
LF-CNN 53.19 55.64 56.61 55.83±5.9 (53.94 - 57.73)
VAR-CNN 55.02 54.90 55.27 54.70±5.3 (52.99 - 56.40 )
GoogLeNet 54.02 54.89 54.92 54.35±4.7 (52.84 - 55.86 )
ResNet18 54.56 53.98 55.21 54.66±5.1 (53.00 - 56.33 )

Visual SERes 57.73 57.25 59.34 59.27±3.9 (57.32 - 61.22 )
TimeConv 55.34 53.79 58.09 58.05±3.9 (56.14 - 59.96 )
SETra 56.87 57.56 60.09 60.06±3.1 (58.53 - 61.59 )
LF-CNN 58.82 59.40 60.76 60.66±3.0 (59.18 - 62.15)
VAR-CNN 59.24 59.06 59.08 59.00±3.3 (57.35 - 60.64 )
GoogLeNet 57.84 59.05 59.55 59.16±1.1 (58.60 - 59.72 )
ResNet18 56.76 55.96 58.72 58.43±3.0 (56.96 - 59.89 )

Table A.2: Results of the HARDEASYSENT task on the MOUS dataset
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